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Statement
I make sculptures and find ways to activate them. The sculptures take their visual
language from familiar things such as tools, ritual items, and sometimes sex toys,
but they are morphed and transformed into abstract forms that produce new
associations. Some of my pieces are actually functional, as in the case of my wellness
based works such as the Saunra, a sauna inside of a Fiat Multipla car. The use is both
actual and symbolic, because you are both experiencing the “normal” activity, while
simultaneously reflecting on the poetics. My treatments of objects and situations
serve as starting points for conversations, stories, and performances. I intend to
shift the status of an object, elevating it to become more than what it is, to evoke an
almost sacred power.
For example with my Spatula Series, I take a banal everyday object and twist
and transform its formal properties. The handle folds and splits through its own
spatula slots, like a snake biting its tail. This inward looping spatula becomes the
Introspective Spatula, and it begs the absurdist question, “If objects can speak, do
they talk to themselves?”. While I try to craft quirky things that make us think about
profound questions, I also embrace pathos and want to remind you it’s still a spatula.
It’s performing magic while showing you the mechanism of how I’m pulling your
strings.
When presenting my work, I try to create intimate spaces for meeting and hospitality.
There is a particular focus on touch in my work. This facilitates a deep and intimate
relationship, not only with objects but also between individuals. This physical aspect
is blended with language. In my writing and performances, I use humor and word play
as a way to open up a curious, joyful, but also critical state of mind. Much like the
sculptures, I take words as a material that can be stretched, shifted, and combined.
In my projects, I collaborate with a variety of people. Sometimes we work together
for a single project or for a longer sustained practice, such as with my cosmic
cowboy collective, Self Luminous Society (SLS). In SLS, we each bring our own way
of working, contributing to the whole. Before SLS, I never considered costume, but
thanks to one of the members, I am now exploring this potential. I also collaborate
through a practice of invitation where I invite colleagues to show works within my
exhibitions that resonate with the themes, and create public programs with different
guest hosts. These collaborations have led to projects dealing with psychology,
spirituality, and food. Some artists that I have collaborated with are: Rosa Sijben,
Styrmir Orn Gudmundsson, Juan Pablo Plazas, Marianne Theunissen, Bernice Nauta,
Jokubas Cizikas, Diego Tonus, Agnieszka Polska, Geraldine Longueville, and Jurgis
Paskevicius.

Installation view, exhibition ‘Conspatulation’ at 76,4 Brussels / 2019 / Photo: Juan Pablo Plazas

Spatula Series / 2011 - Ongoing / Sculptures and collected spatulas
Presented at: Stroom - The Hague, NL (2020); 76,4 - Brussels, BE (2019); Nest - The
Hague, NL (2016); Valerie Traan Galerie - Antwerp, BE (2016); Survival K(n)it - Riga,
LV (2015); Frutta - Rome, IT (2013); CAC - Vilnius, LT (2013); Rongwrong Amsterdam, NL (2013)

When I look for spatulas, I see them everywhere. My obsession came from a
therapy game called the “Spatula Game” by psychologist, Donald Winnicott. In
it, a spatula is placed on a table in reach of a child. The child grabs it and starts to
play, imagining the spatula transforming into something else, perhaps an airplane
waved around in delight. Once the child sees an airplane it can think of what an
airplane can do, thinking through the imagined thing. The spatula allows us to
both extend our body to reach further, but also our mind further because we can
now think through the thing.

Detail view with Introspective Spatula at 76,4 Brussels / 2019 / Photo: Juan Pablo Plazas

Spatula Series / 2011 - Ongoing / Sculptures and collected spatulas

Installation view / Photo: Charlott Markus

Because Most of the Cosmos is Compost / 2017 / Solo exhibition / Presented at
P/////AKT, Amsterdam
Featuring guest works by: Lee Castro, Styrmir Orn Gudmundsson, Geraldine
Longueville, Marianne Theunissen, Terry Vreeburg, and Junsheng Zhou.

‘Because most of the cosmos is compost’ was a healing space of relaxation,
reflection, and hospitality. Our world today is filled with a sense of rotting in the
air. But there is hope that we are just composting, going through the shit so we
can arrive to a new fertility; a new space of joyful growth. In order to activate
the juices of the compost energy, the exhibition was filled with cozy couches,
air filtering NASA plants, a bar serving a potion for improving artistic capacities,
a cosmic sauna, and 4 sweaty Thursday night sessions were organized with
special guest presentations by: Geraldine Longueville, Aaron Schuster, Marianne
Theunissen, and Francien van Westrenen
For the duration of the exhibition, I lived in an apartment upstairs, performing
storytelling and hospitality on a daily basis.

Prototype for an Air Purifier / 2017 / Reconfigured chairs, NASA Plant (plants listed on the NASA
clean air study of 1989) / Photo: Charlott Markus

Because Most of the Cosmos is Compost / 2017 / Solo exhibition / Presented at
P/////AKT, Amsterdam

Saunra / 2017 / Sauna in a Fiat Multipla playing the music of Sun Ra / Photo: Charlott Markus
Video Link

Because Most of the Cosmos is Compost / 2017 / Solo exhibition / Presented at
P/////AKT, Amsterdam

Thursday night Sauna Sessions (Top: Concert by Styrmir Orn Gudmundsson; Bottom: Tasting 3
states of water by Geraldine Longueville) / Photo: P/////AKT

Because Most of the Cosmos is Compost / 2017 / Solo exhibition / Presented at
P/////AKT, Amsterdam

Presentation at Guest Rooms, Brussels / 2018 / Photo: Romuald Demidenko

Obsessys / 2017-18 / Objects for touching and talking
Presented at: Extrapool - Nijmegen, NL (2018); SALT - Istanbul, TR (2018);
Guest Rooms - Brussels, BE (2018); Art Rotterdam - Rotterdam, NL (2018); The
Community - Paris, FR (2017); P/////AKT - Amsterdam, NL (2017)

Obsessys are undefined sessions of touching and talking. They are sexy sassy
object obsessions and object sessions. Participants are encouraged to engage
in discussions following their curiosity and senses, exploring the surrounding
sculptures and collected items. They are things in between; in between the known
and the unknown, the familiar and the strange, and in between you and me..

Obsessys / 2017-18 / Objects for touching and talking

Something to hold on to / 2018-19 / Sculpture-Performance / Collaboration with
Rosa Sijben / Presented at SculptureCenter, Queens, NY / Photo: Kyle Knodell
Video Link

This work is both a series of objects and a condition for their display. The haptic,
pleasurable, curious, and abstract forms are offered to visitors to hold on to
while they explore the exhibition. These objects can give visitors a feeling of
groundedness. If there is a moment of doubt, or confusion, at least they have
something to hold on to.

Something to hold on to / 2018-19 / Sculpture-Performance / Collaboration with
Rosa Sijben / Presented at SculptureCenter, Queens, NY / Photo: Kyle Knodell
Video Link

Installation view / Photo: LNDWstudio

The Water Party / 2019 / Solo exhibition / Presented at A Tale Of A Tub, Rotterdam
Featuring guest works by: Ineke van der Burg, Liu Chao-tze, Rosa Sijben, Marco
Lampis, Self Luminous Society, and 900 Stig featuring Indridi.

Based on a text I wrote for Metropolis M magazine about an idea for a fictional
political party called The Water Party, I created an exhibition embodying the
values of the party, to celebrate the social and spiritual potential of water. As
many of the bath houses in the Netherlands have turned into cultural venues, for
this occassion, the script was flipped, and a bath house was placed back into the
cultural center. In the center, a large wooden hot tub was placed where visitors
were invited to soak and melt together. Together with the tub, other works were
presented that reflected on the theme of fluidity in practical and metaphorical
ways.
Every other Sunday, four listening sessions were organized with invited hosts:
Myriam Lefkowitz, Liu Chao-tze, Viktorija Rybakova, and Paoletta Holst.

Hammamas Boy / 2019 / Pine wood hot tub / Photo: LNDWstudio
My mother, grandmother, and I all share a love for soaking in the bath. It goes beyond simply
cleaning; it’s a transcendent relaxation. After conversations with both of them about bathing,
Judaism, and motherhood, I selected phrases and sentences of theirs to carve into the sides of
the tub. This work is dedicated to Marion Bernstein and Charlotte Hattenbach.

The Water Party / 2019 / Solo exhibition / Presented at A Tale Of A Tub, Rotterdam

Even if it’s not true it’s well found / 2019-20 / Glass, Sugru, cork, water of life / Photo: LNDWstudio
The water of life in this bottle was given to me by Paoletta Holst who recently visited Indonesia
to research H. F. Tiellema, a Dutch Colonialist who created an early water bottling factory called
Hygeia on the island of Java.

The Water Party / 2019 / Solo exhibition / Presented at A Tale Of A Tub, Rotterdam

Listening Sessions (Top: Heart practice by Myriam Lefkowitz; bottom: Running Water Dinner with
liquid themed karaoke by Liu Chao-tze) / Photo: A Tale Of A Tub

The Water Party / 2019 / Solo exhibition / Presented at A Tale Of A Tub, Rotterdam

The crew (From L to R): Hayne E. Day (Juan Pablo Plazas), Benny Snouta (Bernice Nauta), Slim
Denken (David Bernstein), and Jose (Marianne Theunissen).

Self Luminous Society / 2016 - Ongoing / Artist collective

Self Luminous Society (SLS) is a group of linguistic-metaphysic-mystical-lunatics.
We believe that through word play we can reach the divine with a transcendental
state of mind and a beautiful behind. SLS is an artist run, cooperative gallery, but
not a gallery in the typical sense of the word, but in the etymological sense. We
are a passageway through the reality into an alter-ego, cosmic-cowboy reality of
alternative logics and experimental econosmics (cosmic economics).

Top: SLS Showroom / 2018 / Performance / Presented at Galerie Mieke van Schaijk, Den Bosch /
Photo: Jean Philipse
Bottom: Empatodos Ritual (Total Empathy) / 2019 / Performance / Presented at ECII Conference,
Gallery Grolle, Wuppertal / Photo: Julia Zinnbauer

Self Luminous Society / 2016 - Ongoing / Artist collective

SLS Booth HQ (Installation) & Nappezoid (Performance) / 2020 / Presented at CAC, Vilnius / Photo:
Glass’n Beard Photography
Our installation at CAC was in the form of a cosmic trade fair booth. We made four performances
including Nappezoid, a humourous and critical piece about the sharing economy. We offer an
investment opportunity for a napping app, using a fake Van Gogh painting as a tool.

Self Luminous Society / 2016 - Ongoing / Artist collective

